Introduction
In the series of articles that aimed to highlight and computerize the activity of a finance division within a large oil and gas company -eight departments / twenty-six separate activities -this article comes with details regarding GL for cluster III. Each article treated a department -everything that is going on there and the implications that these activities have on the IT application. This article details how to create, modify, and highlight KPIs for the General Ledger activity -link to cluster III: Australia and New Zealand. Moreover, there is an improvement of the activity based on the results highlighted by this application tool developed in SAP -ZKPI.
This article aims to highlight the development of an IT product for the accounting department inside an ERP system; to define exactly what we have proposed, we used as the platform SAP integrated system. About SAP has been written very much, our desire is to develop this system in order to facilitate access to information faster, consistent with reports appreciated by accountants. As is known, SAP is an ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) system, in this article we would like to highlight its evolution over time, the challenges it faced in terms of adapting to a constantly changing technology (Chen and Lin, 2008) . The ERP term was first discussed and implemented by the consulting company Gartner Group in 1990, after which a number of improvements were made to this concept. This concept -ERP -has helped the socioeconomic environment by adopting rules that have led to more and more precise monitoring of economic processes, and the results obtained can be analyzed with greater precision . Decisions that were made after analyzing the results, drove in a significant profitability increase for the companies that chose to deploy an ERP system. Figure 1 details the evolution of ERP systems in time, as well as a conceptual description of the major events that took place during those periods. I chose to develop this tool in SAP, and I would like to describe what this company has meant over the years since 1972. SAP means Systems, Applications and Products, and this company was founded by five former IBM employees (Leu and Huang, 2009 ).
The year 1980 brings to SAP AG the launch of the SAP R/2 software, this year bringing the software manufacturing company integrated among the top ten competitors in the industry (Weidmann and Teuber, 2009) . The company has put forward many of them so their evolution in this field has proven to be a success. An evolution of ERP systems is highlighted in Figure  1 , and there is also a combination of terms to define, later on, the software market: The company producing this first-rate software -SAP -wanted to be number one in the world, so that 1992 brought the R/3 concept for the first time (Peter and Pohl, 2009) . What did this term mean? It has meant a lot in the integrated world software. SAP R/3 is the concept that relaunched this market, client-server architecture being widely used after this year (Banta, Cojocaru and Tanasie, 2013) .
After this year, the success was guaranteed, the company reached number one in providing a ERP system that would manage all existing processes within a company (management processes). What company brought new with this ERP product in the market, was the software compatibility roll-out with a lot of operating systems, hardware (Solaris, AIX, IBM, Linux, Microsoft Windows, HP-UX and Unix) and databases products (Weidmann & Teuber, 2009 ).
Another novelty brought about by SAP was the change in the company's optics from the implementation of the mainframe software application (this concept offered the poss ibility of SAP products being hosted on a single server), multilayer, namely the database on a server, the application on the other, and SAP Logon (SAP GUI) on other computers. This step done by SAP has imposed this integrated software as one of the most stable and used integrated systems in the world. The largest companies in the world have begun to choose this software solution for the businesses they were responsible for, the popularity of SAP reaching unimaginable odds at that time After the 1990s, SAP has integrated most of the industry's area (~25 industry solutions, from Energy and Natural Resources (Chemicals, Mill Products, etc.) , Financial Services (Banking, Insurance), Consumer Industries (Agribusiness, Fashion, etc.), Discrete Industries (Aerospace and Defense, Automotive, etc.), Service Industries (Airlines, Engineering, Construction and Operations, etc.) to Public Services (Defense and Security, Future Cities, Healthcare, Public Sectors, etc.)), the solutions offered by the company bringing a plus to each area of activity. SAP solutions became more and more interesting for the business environment, which was lacking in connection with the internet world, so that version 3.1 was the first Internetenabled solution .
This solution has then become the standard solution for all SAP products after 1996. In the figure 2 we want to explain the integration / architecture of SAP NetWeaver (was built to operates in SOA (service oriented architecture) framework of self-contained services) product, starting with composite application framework and ended with management of life cycle products . The solution "mySAP.com" (new business strategy) was adopted by the company in 1996s because the marked was interested of it / because the market was asking for it. Also another novelty meant the introduction of the "SAP Web Application Server" concept, this concept granted the utilization of ABAP or Java Engine (J2EE) for programs to run (Bönnen, Drees, Fischer, Heinz and Strothmann, 2016 ).
More and more SAP solutions have been modified to use the Internet benefits, so WebServices (Internet technologies) services have been more and more present. The most common solution since that time (1996) was SAP NetWeaver, using web-based as an integrated product, so SAP has decided to use this technology for all the products t he company will offer on the market SAP (Orosz, 2011) .
As shown above, in Figure 2 , the SAP NetWeaver product contains no less than four components as follows: AP -application platforms, PI -process integration, II -information integration and PI -people integration (Prewett and Pytel, 2016) . Each SAP product is divided into two types of modules, from the technical part (object programming, database administration, application administration, etc.) to the functional part (from financial to production management) (Gahm, Schneider, Swanepoel and Westenberger, 2016) .
Software Requirements Specification -techniques used for calculation of KPI's
This research aims to implement a module in SAP, ZKPI -cross-module, which aims to adapt the KPI methodologies in an oil and gas organization, in the accounting department (different teams -from Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, Fixed assets, Cost accounting, Stock Accounting, General Ledger, SBA, Treasury to Tax). The indicators that measure work within a team / department / service line are quantitative, so the imposition of some key performance indicators using a software application (SAP -ZKPI) has helped to measure them (Fantini, Palasciano and Taisch, 2015) . Such a module, developed in-house, comes with a number of benefits for the company that decides that such a tool will help in managing the activity it is responsible for.
We could list some of these benefits: low development costs, careful KPI management, business process modeling within the team / department / line service, rapid adaptation of business requirements (Meier, Lagemann, Morlock and Rathmann, 2013) . Moreover, the new technologies that the company has decided to implement, SAP Fiori (Mobility), SAP Portal, SAP Cloud, will be able to help with the use of the application we have built, facilitating easy maintenance and use (Szirtes and Rivlin, 2015) . "Publish / display / use" of this application can be done not only from the office but also from outside, using the smartphone, tablets, smart telephones which are now in the hands of any employee. What is interesting about this application and why it is useful to each employee in particular: the activity they are doing can be visible at any time, so what you assumed you are doing at the beginning of the year as goals, you have possibility to watch them, so that you will touch them. We did an analysis in the GL -General Ledger department where I found a defined KPI series as follows: KPI_1-Bank transaction and KPI_2-Petty cash transaction. All these KPI are divided by FTE (full time employee), so we can conclude that we have the following KPI/entity (Figure 3 ): The starting point for what the KPI meant for the teams in the GL department was the monitoring of the data input into the SAP system. It has gone from the fact that some data are entered in the system and others are calculated by the system. Finally, a number of monitoring areas were made, behind KPIs being defined by DM (department manager) and TL (team leader). We have tried to use this in-house application to monitor activity in a transparent way, with human interaction being diminished as much as possible. There have been a number of discussions about developing an internal application or buying software on the market to do what ZKPI application does, the following arguments have tilted the balance in favor of ZKPI (Antolovic, 2015) : This paper is based on a series of KPIs found in the accounting departments of a large oil and gas company as is described in the following The z-KPI implementation has taken into account several factors, including Functional & Technical Specification (FS & TS) and KPI data (the agreed formulas), the latter wanting to be customizable. Adapting formulas to ABAP requirements (Object Programming) took into account the setting of certain z-KPI application parameters (Adams, 2016) . Since we created the FS, the specifications were clear from a functional point of view, the application was supposed to be one that would allow for the smallest interaction of those who developed the software application.
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The software application consists of a series of reports, user-definable reports, customizable one, making this tool easy to use. Importing data, exporting KPI types can be done very easily, and there are templates that will help define the types of data to be modeled in the software application (Badawy, Abd El-Aziz, Idress and Hossam, 2016) . Every employee of a such a company has set at the beginning of the year some goals. These goals are measurable, so we wanted that this software application to help to measure, track and accomplish such goals. We took into account when we did the FS and the comparisons made on the data that were collected over the years, these data being imported into the software application. These data have been thoroughly analyzed on the achievements of the accounting departments, so they have been the starting point for computing the formulas used in the tool.
We have some of the focus company points in the figure below ( Figure 5 ), these points were used in the algorithm of the application tool:
Source: Adapted from . When we develop the application, we agreed with the heads of the accounting departments that we would take certain criteria into account when adding data to the system, namely: a) any cell in which data is added will take account of the last formula as a resolution order b) in order to modify the order for multiple calculated items or fields, on the Options tab, in the Calculations group, click Fields, Items, & Sets, and then click Solve Order.
As we discussed at the beginning of this article, we would like to further detail the research done in the accounting departments. So we collected a series of data and used the application to provide us with the calculation results according to the agreed formulas. I took into account table 1, a table where the calculation criteria for each field in the developed application are organized. The results obtained will be thoroughly analyzed, and the formulas that will be modified will be adapted according to management decisions (Schmidt, Li, Thiede, Kornfeld, Kara and Herrmann, 2016) . The data below ( AV -average "2017 AV. Q" = ("Q1/17" + "Q2/17" + "Q3/17" + "Q4/17") / 4 "Bank transaction/FTE" = "Total no. of total bank transactions" / "FTE assigned" "% Automatic KPI" = 1 -("Number of manual bank transactions" / "Total no. of total bank transactions") "FTE assigned" = AVERAGE ("Q1/17"; "Q2/17"; "Q3/17"; "Q4/17")
The following figure (Figure 6 ) show the graph of data collection from In Q4 2017 additional work comes in the GL department, the graph shows a significant increase in Bank transaction (60592 number transaction). Based on process automation some of work done by our colleagues, are done now by the computer, in Q4 2017 we can see a good percentage of this step (process automation one) 96,5%. The following table/graph is dedicated to GL department: Petty cash. AV -average "2017 AV. Q" = ("Q1/17" + "Q2/17" + "Q3/17" + "Q4/17") / 4 "Petty cash transaction/FTE" = "Total no. of total petty cash transactions" / "FTE assigned" "% Automatic KPI" = 1 -("No. of manual PC transactions" / "Total no. of total PC transactions") "FTE assigned" = AVERAGE ("Q1/17"; "Q2/17"; "Q3/17"; "Q4/17")
The following figure (Figure 7) show the graph of data collection from table 3: Figure 7 . The Graph for KPI collected based on formula used
In Q3 2017 additional work comes in the GL department, the graph shows a significant increase in Petty cash transaction (20329 number transaction). Based on process automation some of work done by our colleagues, are done now by the SAP system, in Q4 2017 we can see a good percentage of this step (process automation one) 98,9%.
Customer SAP Module design for ZKPI tool
Any company that has an SAP goal as an integrated IT system wants a modeling and automation of existing processes. SAP thus meets the customer's wishes and offers a number of functionalities that each entity can apply. This is how we can map the business processes so that the redundancy of data entry is eliminated. In the application we are talking about in this article, we have considered a number of KPIs found in the literature, so we can define KPIs used to tell us how we can meet our targets using key factors. Another type of KPI we will need and implemented in this zKPI application are KPIs that will give us insight into the results. In this application we also find the third type of KPI that will indicate what we need to do. The fourth type of KPI is the one that will help us to increase performance within the areas where we monitor the activity (Kaganski, Majak, Karjust and Toompalu, 2017) . All of these KPIs are implemented in the zKPI tool, its development being realized in ABAP (WebDynpro technologies), the support for all development being ensured by the integrated SAP system. SAP is a system that has developed a number of modules, from finance to plant maintenance, with support being provided for not less than 25 industries. The ability to develop (schedule) their own modules is a great advantage offered by SAP (Bavaraju, 2016) . Every company wants to have its own developers (ABAP programmers) in this way to model their own ideas with contours. Everything done helps a department, in our case the accounting department, in managing its own processes and data.The benefits of using the SAP integrated system go from standardizing processes that business needs to integrating areas into SAP and developing new applications to manage the work done in those areas. What is good to know is that the system is auditable from all points of view, from safe data entry to reporting without any problems. All of these reports are either standard or customer reports, the latter being the result of programming by programmers in the company, using SAP templates as well as recommendations from the business environment. A series of advantages of using WebDynpro (UI's -Web User Interface) as a development technology for customer applications, is show in the following figure (Figure 8 ).
Source: Adapted from . The zKPI module was developed in SAP and is the result of a series of discussions and alignments with business (accounting). All FSs were developed together with the business environment using the literature, taking into account the four directions for KPI analysis (Kaganski, Majak, Karjust and Toompalu, 2017) . All TSs were developed within the SAP Competence Center within the IT organization at group level.
Software module implementation -ZKPI tool
As we mentioned from the beginning of this article, the zKPI customer module was made in SAP using ABAP (Advanced Business Application Programming) language (WD technology). In Figure 9 we have a detailed the user interface UI's used in zKPI application, which is used by each end-user individually. This interface has been developed (software programm ing language) in WebDynpro and has as a benchmark the addition of data, reporting as well as data loading (manual and automatic). The zKPI application consists of a series of z-tables, zdata structures, forms as well as a series of z-codes, as outlined in the application structure (se80 transaction). Each new transaction created has a correspondence regarding the structure it belongs to (Goebel, Nepraunig and Seidel, 2016) . We can highlight here some of these components, such as: data collections (forms), reports, administration (KPI master data, form master data, etc.) or lists of roles (single roles, master roles, composite roles). In the structure of our data we will find the following components: CC-company codes (CCcompany code, CN-code name, LE-legal entity, CY-country, DN-division, ST-segment (Power, Downstream, Upstream, etc.) . As well we will find the following structure (category name): SDE-start date, EDE-end date, CTS-category and type of service (TRS-transactional services, TFS-fully serviced, TWS-fully serviced w/o statements, TNS-not serviced /small activity, serviced by OGS, TVS-transactional services). Because this module is very complex, we will find a lot of components which has defined as: CS-customers (CSL-customer list, CSDcustomer data, CSP-customer products (CSPN-product name ((CSPN-GSFIN -ACCOUNTS PAYABLE, CSPN-GSFIN -ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE, CSPN-GSFIN -STOCK ACCOUNTING, CSPN-GSFIN -BANKS, etc.), CC-company code, LS-logical system)), GSFIN-KPI master, GSFINProducts, GSFIN-Units of measure, GSFIN-Users and GSFIN-Service Lines. The following figure (Figure 10 ) details the ZOIL_ZFFX software package, which contains all the elements in the custom zKPI application. As we can see in the figure 10, we have created the following structures: embedded package, dictionary objects, class library, programs, functional groups, includes, Web Dynpro group of elements (Web Dynpro Components, Web Dynpro applications, etc.) etc. In the figure above (Figure 10 ), Dynpro Web apps were shared as follows: ZFFX_FKPI_CCODE -this z-application was created for data management regarding company codes and she will be in charge for adding and manage company codes; ZFFX_FKPI_CUSTOMERS -this zapplication was created for data management regarding customers and she will be in charge for adding and manage customers; ZFFX_FKPI_FORM -this sub-package was created for adding data in the tool (we have here a lot of possibilities to add data in our application -we created buttons for manual and automatic adding data, some buttons for importing data in the system from Excel or text delimited file, etc.); ZFFX_FKPI_FORMULAS -this z-application was created for formulas data management (here we have defined all our formulas used in the tool); ZFFX_FKPI_IMP_OLD_DATA -this z-application was created for importing old data from the previous application (that was not SAP application) (here we have defined all necessary tools/links for importing old data); ZFFX_FKPI_KPI_MASTER -this sub-package was created for adding/maintaining master data in the tool (we have here a lot of possibilities to add master data for all areas defined in in our application); ZFFX_FKPI_MENU -this subpackage was created for adding/maintaining menus data in the tool; ZFFX_FKPI_PRODUCT -this sub-package was created for adding/maintaining product data in the tool (we have here a lot of possibilities to add products master data for all areas defined in in our application); ZFFX_FKPI_REP_SLA_MONTH -this sub-package was created for adding/maintaining reports done for managers regarding SLA applications (Service Level Agreements between business divisions); ZFFX_FKPI_REP_YEAR_BY_MON -this sub-package was created for adding/maintaining reports done for managers regarding monthly and yearly data between business divisions; ZFFX_FKPI_SERVICE_LINE -this sub-package was created for adding/maintaining master data regarding service lines entries for business divisions; ZFFX_FKPI_UNITS -this sub-package was created for adding/maintaining units data maintenance used for business divisions; ZFFX_FKPI_USER -this sub-package was created for adding/maintaining data for users which will work in the business divisions;
All of these developments were made on the basis of a development guideline that was agreed at the oil group level so that any definition of an object took account of it. This application has been the subject of an internal audit and has been categorized as the most useful application for the accounting department, and the resulting reports are highly accurate. What we wanted to show with this article, in order to someone else would follow this idea, was how this application was built, and how useful it is. In the following figure  (Figure 11 ) we wanted to show a form for adding / modifying / deleting data to the systemit's a Z-custom form. This is about master data -customer list and this form create the link between SLA application and zKPI tool. As you can see we can expand all our interfaces based on WD technologies which permitted to do this. This tool is a very intuitive and easy to use application for KPI methodologies modeled/adapted inside an Z application developed/realized in ABAP -WD. 
Conclusions
The present research on KPI -Key Performance Indicators area, belonging to a large oil and gas company, aims to explore in different directions this activity, from the manual side to the prediction part, how to create and use these indicators in the day by day management activity. During the research we found that there are different ideas regarding the definition of the starting point in order to define the necessary objects for the definition of the performance indicators, many of whom contributed to these definitions going to the predictive level. We wanted to bring this point to reality, and this prediction was based on the data found in the zKPI software application. We wanted that, based on the analysis of the extracted data, the managers can think of a strategy to solve tasks that have delays or team resizing if key objectives become difficult to be achieve. What we will want in the future to study is how we can predict a KPI using an in-house software tool (z-application) developed in SAP. We want to implement applications that meet such requirements in terms of KPI forecasting, which will bring added value in terms of company / department / team / individual results. Moreover, I would like this research to be the starting point in different areas of activity, not only in the oil and gas area, the research content being based on real data.
